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Abstract

The need for descriptive information, i.e., metadata, about Web resources has been
recognized in several application contexts (e.g., digital libraries, infomediaries, portals,
etc.). The Resource Description Framework (RDF) aims at facilitating the creation and
exchange of metadata, as any other Web data. In particular, the de�nition of schema
vocabularies enables the interpretation of RDF descriptions across several communities.
Unfortunately, existing RDF-enabled systems (e.g., browsers, search engines) totally ig-
nore RDF schemas. In this paper, we propose RQL, a declarative language suitable
for querying both RDF descriptions and schemas. RQL relies on a graph data model
capturing the RDF modeling primitives in terms of classes and relationship types, or-
ganized into appropriate subsumption taxonomies. Furthermore, a graph instantiation
mechanism is introduced to interpret semistructured RDF data using schema informa-
tion. Taxonomies of labels are then exploited transparently in order to facilitate querying
of complex semistructured data as well as of the schema vocabularies themselves. To the
best of our knowledge RQL is the �rst language o�ering this functionality.

1 Introduction

Metadata are widely used in order to fully exploit information resources (e.g., sites, docu-
ments, data, images, etc.) available on the WWW [20]. Indeed, metadata permit the de-
scription of the content and/or structure of WWW resources in various application contexts:
cataloguing and discovery (e.g., digital libraries), content rating and selective dissemination of
information (e.g., infomediaries) or data integration (e.g., enterprise portals). The Resource
Description Framework (RDF) [26] aims at facilitating the creation and exchange of metadata
as any other Web data. In fact, many information providers (e.g., ABC News, CNN and Time
Inc.) and Web portals (e.g., Open Directory) already support RDF. Moreover, to interpret
metadata across several communities, RDF allows the de�nition of schema vocabularies [10].
Unfortunately, existing RDF-enabled systems [32] totally ignore RDF schemas during meta-
data manipulation: at best, browsing and querying is limited to attribute-value pairs. In
this paper, we propose a declarative query language (OQL-like [12]), called RQL, in order to
query both RDF descriptions and related schemas as (semistructured) graph data [1].

RDF provides i) a Standard Representation Language for Web metadata based on directed
labeled graphs in which nodes are called resources and edges are called properties and ii) an

�This work was partially supported by the European project C-Web (IST-1999-13479).
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1 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Artist"/>

2 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Artifact"/>

3 <rdf:Property rdf:ID="creates">

4 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Artist"/><rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Artifact"/>

5 </rdf:Property>

6 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Painter">

7 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Artist"/></rdfs:Class>

8 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Painting">

9 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Artifact"/></rdfs:Class>

10 <rdf:Property rdf:ID="paints">

11 <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#creates"/>

12 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Painter"/><rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Painting"/>

13 </rdf:Property>

14 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Sculptor">

15 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Artist"/></rdfs:Class>

16 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Sculpture">

17 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Artifact"/></rdfs:Class>

18 <rdf:Property rdf:ID="has_material">

19 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Painting"/><rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Literal"/>

20 </rdf:Property>

21
22 <Painter rdf:about="&r1">

23 <paints><Painting rdf:about="&r2"/></paints>

24 <paints><Painting rdf:about="&r3"/></paints>

25 <creates><Sculpture rdf:about="&r4"/></creates>

26 </Painter>

27 <Sculptor rdf:about="&r1"/>

Figure 1: An example of RDF (meta)data and schemas

XML syntax for expressing (meta)data in a form that is both human readable and machine
understandable. For instance, the lower part of Figure 1 illustrates how we can state in RDF
that a) the resource &r1 is of type Painter and Sculptor (lines 22 and 27); b) it has two
properties paints with values the resources &r2 and &r3 of type Painting (lines 23 and 24);
and c) it has a property creates whose value is the resource &r4 of type Sculpture (line
25). RDF is also enhanced with a Schema De�nition Language (RDFS) [10], allowing the
de�nition of vocabularies of labels for graph nodes and edges. In the upper part of Figure 1
we can see the declaration of the property type creates (i.e., edge label), having the classes
Artist and Artifact (i.e., node labels) as its domain and range (lines 3-5) respectively.
Furthermore, the labels can be organized into taxonomies carrying inclusion semantics. For
example, the class Painter is a subclass of Artist (lines 6-7) while the property type paints
re�nes creates (lines 10-13). We can observe that properties are optional (e.g., the property
has material is not used), can be multi-valued (e.g., we have two paints properties), and
they can be inherited (e.g., creates), while resources can be multiply classi�ed (e.g., &r1). In
order to manipulate RDF (meta)data and schemas, we have to address the following issues:

How can we capture the RDF typing primitives? Clearly, standard object database
models [3] fail to represent semistructured RDF (meta)data. On the other hand, most
semistructured formalisms, such as OEM [14, 31, 30], are completely schemaless. More-
over, semistructured systems o�ering typing features (e.g., pattern instantiation) like
YAT [17, 18], cannot exploit the semantics of data given in terms of class (or property)
hierarchies. Finally, RDF schemas are not expressible as XML DTDs (or more recently
XML Schemas [33, 28]) due to property re�nement.

How can we query RDF (meta)data committing to a schema? Consider, for instance,
the query: \Find the painting resources created by an Artist". How is the label creates
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in the query related to the tag paints (lines 23 and 24) in the description of Figure 1?
Do we need to return both Painter and Sculptor resources (lines 22 and 27) as a
result to an Artist query? Clearly, query languages proposed for semistructured or
XML data (e.g., LOREL [4], UnQL [11], StruQL [22], XML-QL [21], XML-GL [13])
fail to interpret the semantics of RDF node or edge labels used to describe and query
resources. This is, typically, the kind of information provided by RDF schemas.

Motivated by these issues, we propose a new data model and query language for RDF
descriptions and schemas. Our language, called RQL, relies on a graph model that captures
the RDF modeling primitives and allows the representation of RDF descriptions as semistruc-
tured data that can be (partially) interpreted by means of one or more schemas. Thus, our
model enables the de�nition of schemas for semistructured data that (a) do not impose a
strict typing on the data (e.g., permitting multiple classi�cation, optional and repeated prop-
erties); (b) can be easily extended (e.g., supporting specialization of both classes and property
types) (c) are not entirely separated from data (i.e., they can be queried like normal data). It
should be stressed that the formalization of RDFS is currently under way by the W3C and our
work intends to contribute in this direction. In this context, RQL adapts the functionality of
semistructured query languages to the peculiarities of RDF but also extends this functionality
in order to query RDF schemas as semistructured data. Finally, the use of schemas opens
interesting perspectives for the e�cient storage of RDF (meta)data and the optimization of
RQL queries. More precisely, we make the following contributions:

� We introduce a graph data model bridging and reconciling RDF Model & Syntax with
Schema speci�cations [26, 10]. The originality of our model relies on the distinction
between classes and relationship types (e.g., properties) in the style of ODMG [3], as well
as the introduction of a data graph instantiation mechanism inspired by GRAM [6, 7].

� We propose a declarative language, calledRQL, to query semistructured RDF (meta)data
and related schemas. RQL adopts the syntax and functional approach of OQL [12] while
it features generalized path expressions in the style of POQL [15, 16, 2] or Lorel [4]. The
novelty of RQL lies in its ability to query complex semistructured data graphs using
- in a transparent way - taxonomies of labels for nodes (i.e., classes) and edges (i.e.,
property types) as well as to query the schema vocabularies themselves. To the best of
our knowledge RQL is the �rst language o�ering this functionality.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briey recalls the core
RDF/RDFS modeling primitives. Section 3 presents the functionality of RQL using several
examples. Section 4 introduces the underlying graph model and presents the interpretation of
RQL under this model. Section 5 sketches the preliminary implementation of the RQL inter-
preter and Section 6 comments on related work. Finally, Section 7 presents our conclusions
and draws directions for further research.

2 RDF by Example

In this section, we briey recall the main modeling primitives proposed in the Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF) Model & Syntax and Schema (RDFS) speci�cations [26, 10]. Our
presentation relies on the cultural example introduced previously, using a graph representation
of RDF schemas and descriptions (see Appendix A for the complete XML serialization).

RDF schemas are used to declare classes and property-types, typically authored for a
speci�c community or domain. The upper part of Figure 2 illustrates such a schema for
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Figure 2: An example of semistructured RDF data and schemas

a cultural application. The scope of the declarations is determined by the namespace of
the schema, e.g., ns1 (http://www.culture.gr/schema.rdf). Classes and property types are
then uniquely identi�ed by their names pre�xed by the namespace of their schema, as for
example, ns1#Artist, ns1#Artifact and ns1#Style. For simplicity reasons, in the rest of
this paper, we consider that we are dealing with a single schema and, therefore, we can omit
the namespace pre�x for the declared classes and property types. Furthermore, classes can be
organized in a taxonomy through simple or multiple specialization. The root of this taxonomy
is a built-in class, called Resource. For instance, Painter and Sculptor are subclasses of
Artist and Painting is a subclass of Artifact. RDF classes do not impose any structure
to their objects and class hierarchies simply carry inclusion semantics.

RDF property types serve now to represent attributes (or characteristics) of resources as
well as relationships (or roles) between resources. For example, creates de�nes a relationship
between the resource classes Artist (i.e., domain) and Artifact (i.e., range) while �rst name

is an attribute of Artist with type Literal1 (i.e., range). Note that property types can also
be re�ned by respecting a minimal set of constraints w.r.t. a class hierarchy. The subproperty
paints is a specialization of creates, where its domain and range are now restricted to the
classes Painter and Painting, respectively. We can observe that RDF property types are
self-existent entities i.e., not included in the class de�nitions while property hierarchies also
carry inclusion semantics.

The core RDF data model allows one to describe a resource through a collection of

1As RDF literals we can have any primitive datatype de�ned in XML [9] as well as XML markup which is
not further interpreted by an RDF processor.
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statements called an RDF description (see Figure 1). The lower part of Figure 2 illus-
trates the labeled graph created by the RDF descriptions partially introduced in Figure 1.
Any Web resource can be described with RDF as long as it is identi�able2 by a URI: it
may be a Web page (e.g., http://www.museum.gr/picasso.htm), a fragment of a Web page
(e.g., http://www.museum.gr/artstyles.xml#cubism) or an entire Web site (e.g., http://-
www.museum.gr). For simplicity, we will hereforth omit the �le extensions of our exam-
ple resources and pre�x their ids (�lenames or anchors) with the associated URIs e.g., ns2
(http://www.museum.gr).

A speci�c resource together with a named property and its value form an RDF state-
ment (see Figure 1). Each statement is composed of three parts, namely the subject (e.g.,
ns2#picasso), the predicate (e.g., �rst name), and the object (e.g., \Pablo"). The subject and
object should be of a type compatible (under class specialization) with the domain and range
of the predicate used (e.g., ns2#guernica is of type Painting). Although not illustrated
in Figure 2, RDF also supports structured values called containers (i.e., bag, sequence, or
alternative) as well as higher-order statements (i.e., rei�cation).

To conclude this section, we note that RDF relies on a semistructured model like OEM [14,
31, 30] where atomic nodes are called literals, complex nodes are called resources and edges
are called properties. An RDF statement is nothing more than a labeled (with a property
type) edge connecting two nodes, while an RDF description introduces a semistructured data
graph. We can observe that, in RDF, not only edges but also nodes may be labeled (with
class names). The semantics of edge and node labels in this graph is given by the associated
RDF schemas. In Section 4 we will present a graph model, capturing the RDF schema
constructs. In the sequel we depict the functionality of RQL, allowing declarative querying
of semistructured RDF data and schemas.

3 The RQL Query Language

RQL is inspired by OQL [12]: it has a similar syntax (see Appendix B for the complete RQL
BNF Grammar) and its semantics relies on a functional approach. RQL is de�ned by a set of
basic queries and a way of building new queries through functional composition (of side-e�ect
free functions) and iterators. Furthermore, RQL is based on a graph data model allowing to
consider RDF instances as semistructured data that can be (partially) interpreted by means
of one or more RDF schemas. As we will see in Section 4 this model considers various
sorts of RDF data: literal values (e.g., strings), resource identi�ers (e.g., URIs) and relations
(e.g., unary for classes, binary for property types). More precisely, in order to uniformly
query nodes and edges either in RDF data or in schemas, RQL blurs the distinction between
atomic values, resource identi�ers and labels for class or property types. In the sequel, we
will present RQL through examples based on our cultural scenario of Figure 2.

3.1 Core Queries

The core RQL queries essentially provide the means to access information in RDF (meta)data
and schemas (formal semantics of basic queries are given in Table 1 of section 4.1.) For
example, we can �nd all the classes or property types in a speci�c schema by issuing the
following queries:

Class

Property

2Note that RDF resources can be objects that are not even accessible via the Web e.g., a printed book.
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Class and Property are the names of two meta-collections holding the labels of all nodes
and edges that can be used in a semistructured RDF (meta)data graph. These basic queries
will return the names (or more precisely the URIs) of the classes and property types illustrated
in the upper part of Figure 2. To traverse the class/property hierarchies, RQL provides various
functions such as subClassOf. For example, the following query will return the class URIs3

Painter and Sculptor:

subClassOf(Artist)

To �nd the immediate type (or types, due to multiple classi�cation) of a speci�c resource
URI we can use the function typeOf as follows:

typeOf(ns2#rodin)

According to our example (see Figure 2), the answer will be a set containing the class
URIs Painter and Sculptor. Note that ns2#rodin is also a basic query returning itself.
More generally, as in OQL, we can access any collection by just writing its name. This is the
case of RDF classes considered as unary relations.

Artist

The above query will return the set containing the URIs ns2#picasso, ns2#rodin and
ns2#claudel since these resources belong to the extent of Artist. It should be stressed that,
by default, we consider an extended class interpretation. This is motivated by the fact that
class (or property) names can be simply viewed as terms of an RDF vocabulary, and RQL
o�ers a term expansion mechanism similar to that of thesauri-based information retrieval
systems [23]. In order to obtain the proper instances of a class (i.e., only the nodes labeled
with the class URI), RQL provides the special operator (\^"). In our example, the result of
^Artist will be the empty set.

Furthermore, RQL considers as entry-points to a semistructured data graph not only the
names of classes (i.e., node labels) but also the names of property types (i.e., edge labels).
This is quite useful in several practical cases where RDF schemas may be composed of a) just
property types (e.g., the Dublin Core [34]) de�ned on the root class Resource; or b) large
class hierarchies with only few property types de�ned between the top classes (e.g., when
integrating thesauri and ontologies [5]). Therefore, the labels of nodes (i.e., classes) may not
be available or users may not be aware of them. Still, RQL allows to formulate queries as for
example:

creates

By considering property types as binary relations, the above query will return the set
of ordered pairs of resources belonging to the creates extent (source and target are simple
position indices):

source target

ns2#rodin ns2#cruci�xion
ns2#picasso ns2#guernica
ns2#picasso ns2#woman
ns2#claudel ns2#eternalidol

We can observe that, as is the case for classes, in the extent of properties we also consider
their subproperties (e.g., paints and sculpts). We believe that using only few abstract labels
(i.e., the top-level classes or properties in an RDF schema) to query complex semistructured
data is an original feature of RQL. Indeed, this is particularly useful for RDF (meta)data
created according to large and potentially interconnected RDF schemas. As will be shown in
the sequel, properties are the main building blocks to formulate RQL path expressions.

Common set operators applied to collections of the same sort (see Table 1 of Section 4.1)
are also supported. For example, the query:

3To simplify presentation we omit the namespace pre�x.
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Painter intersect Sculptor

will return a set with the URI ns2#rodin, since, according to our example, it is the only
resource classi�ed under both classes. Note that RQL is a weekly-typed language permitting
the union of a bag of URIs and literals but not between a class and a property type extent
(unary vs. binary relation).

Besides class or property type extents, RQL also allows the manipulation of RDF container
values as Bag, Sequence, and Alternative. More precisely, the boolean operator in can be
used for membership test in any kind of collection.

ns2#picasso in ns2#Bag1

This query will return true if the URI ns2#picasso is contained in the bag identi�ed
by ns2#Bag1. Additionally, we can �nd the number of elements in a container value using
the function count. To access a member of a Sequence we can use the operator \[ ]" with
an appropriate position index (or index range). For example the following query returns the
second and third element of the sequence identi�ed by ns2#Seq1. If such elements do not
exist the query will return an empty set.

ns2#Seq1[2:3]

Finally, RQL supports standard Boolean predicates as =, <, > and like (for pattern
matching). All operators can be applied on literals or resource URIs. It should be stressed
that the latter case also covers comparisons between schema class or property type URIs. For
example, the condition \Painter < Artist" will return true since the �rst operand is a subclass
of the second one. Disambiguation is performed in each case by examining the operands (e.g.,
value vs. object equality, lexicographical ordering vs. class ordering, etc.).

3.2 Basic Filters

In order to iterate over collections of RDF (meta)data (e.g., class or property extents, con-
tainer values, etc.) and introduce variables, RQL provides a select-from-where �lter. Since
we are placed in a semistuctured context, the whole data graph can be viewed as a collection
of nodes/edges and RQL �lters can use path expressions to traverse this graph at arbitrary
depths. The interpretation of the RQL �lters and path expressions is given in Section 4.1.
Consider, for instance, the following query (which is equivalent to the basic query creates):

select X, Y
from fXgcreatesfYg

In the from clause we use a simple path expression with the property name creates. The
node variables X and Y take their range restrictions from the source and target (considered
as position indices) values of the creates extent (i.e., a set of ordered pairs).

The select clause de�nes, as usual, a projection over the variables of interest. Moreover,
we can use \select *" to include in the result the values of all variables. This clause will
construct an ordered tuple, whose arity depends on the number of variables. The result of the
whole �lter will be a bag represented by an RDF Bag container value. Ordered tuples can be
represented by RDF Sequences and as we have already seen they can be accessed through a
position index. For instance, the result of the previous query (see Figure 2) will be serialized
in RDF/XML as follows:

1 <rdf:Bag ID="#result1">

2 <rdf:li>

3 <rdf:Seq>

4 <rdf:li rdf:resource= "ns2#picasso"/>

5 <rdf:li rdf:resource= "ns2#guernica"/>

6 </rdf:Seq> </rdf:li>
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7 <rdf:li>

8 <rdf:Seq>

9 <rdf:li rdf:resource= "ns2#picasso"/>

10 <rdf:li rdf:resource= "ns2#woman"/>

11 </rdf:Seq> </rdf:li>

12 <rdf:li>

13 <rdf:Seq>

14 <rdf:li rdf:resource= "ns2#rodin"/>

15 <rdf:li rdf:resource= "ns2#crucifixion"/>

16 </rdf:Seq> </rdf:li>

17 <rdf:li>

18 <rdf:Seq>

19 <rdf:li rdf:resource= "ns2#claudel"/>

20 <rdf:li rdf:resource= "ns2#eternalidol"/>

21 </rdf:Seq> </rdf:li>

22 </rdf:Bag>

It should be stressed that RDF container values are not strictly typed: their members
can be any URI, literal or other container value (e.g., as :1NF relations). Therefore, they
can be used to easily represent heterogeneous query results. The closure property of RQL
is ensured by the basic queries supported for container values (see previous subsection). For
reasons of simplicity, in the remainder of the paper, we will present query results using an
internal tabular representation, instead of RDF containers.

In order to formulate useful �lters we can make arbitrary compositions of path expressions
with the basic queries presented in the previous subsection. For example:

Q1: Find the resources painted by \Pablo" having material \oil on canvas".

select W
from fXg�rst namefYg, fZgpaintsfWg.has materialfQg
where X = Z and Y = \Pablo" and Q = \oil on canvas"

Q1 will return a bag with the URIs ns2#guernica and ns2#woman (see Figure 2). The
condition X = Z (object equality) denotes an explicit join between the extents of the prop-
erties �rst name and paints on their source values. The second path expression, also implies
a join between the extents of paints and has material on their target and source values re-
spectively. This way, RQL captures the existential semantics of navigation in semistructured
data graphs: there exist two paints properties for ns2#picasso while there is no �rst name

property for ns2#rodin. It should be stressed that in Q1 we completely ignore the class
names labeling the endpoint instances of the properties. Since nodes may be multiply classi-
�ed (e.g., ns2#rodin) we can query paths in a data graph that are not explicitly declared in
the schema. In all cases, path expressions can be rewritten using RQL existential4 quanti�ers
as follows:

select W
from fXg�rst namefYg, fZgpaintsfWg
where X = Z and Y = \Pablo" and

exists P fselect R
from fRghas materialfQg
where Q = \oil on canvas"g: P=W

The variable P in the existential iterator ranges over the result of the nested query. In
order to preserve compatibility with OQL [12], path expressions can alternatively start from
node labels (i.e., classes), as for example:

4Universal quanti�cation (forall) is also supported.
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select X
from X Artist
where X.last name = \Rodin"

This RQL query is just a shortcut of the following one:

select X
from X Artist, fYglast namefZg
where X = Y and Z = \Rodin"

3.3 Querying RDF (Meta)Data with Incomplete Schema knowledge

In this subsection, we introduce RQL generalized path expressions [15, 16] featuring variables
on both edge and node labels (i.e., property and class names). Consider for instance the
following query:

Q2: Find the target of properties (resources or values) whose name matches \*name".

select Y
from $P Property, fXg$PfYg
where $P like \*name"

To distinguish between schema and data variables, we pre�x the former with the symbol
$. In Q2, the property variable $P is range restricted due to the meta-collection Property.
Then, X and Y are range restricted for each successful binding of $P . Note that range
restrictions of property variables can be inferred from our path expressions and therefore,
they can be omitted5. The from clause of Q2 essentially implies a cartesian product of
property names with their corresponding extents. According to the example of Figure 2, $P
will be �nally valuated to �rst name and last name and Y to the strings \Pablo", \Camille"
\Picasso", \Rodin" and \Claudel".

Moreover, RQL generalized path expressions may feature variables for node labels as in
the following query:

Q3: Find the resources of type Sculptor which have created something.

select X, Y
from fX:$ZgcreatesfYg
where $Z = Sculptor

The class variable $Z is implicitly range restricted to the meta-collection Class. In Q3,
$Z will be valuated to the domain of the property creates (i.e., Artist) and its subclasses
(i.e., Painter and Sculptor). Then, the condition in the where clause (equality of class
URIs) will restrict $Z to Sculptor. Moreover, the expression \X : $Z" (similar to a cast)
will restrict the source values of the creates extent only to the Sculptor instances, as for
example, ns2#rodin and ns2#claudel. Of course without any restriction to $Z the whole
creates extent will be returned and $Z will be valuated to the actual types of its source values.
Note that if the class in the where clause is not a valid subclass of the creates domain then
the query will return an empty bag without accessing the creates extent. The �nal result of
Q3 is given bellow:

X Y

ns2#rodin ns2#cruci�xion
ns2#claudel ns2#eternalidol

We can observe that the resource ns2#claudel is also included in the result since it is of
type Sculptor and has a sculpts property whose interpretation is by default considered in
the creates extent. To make this kind of path expressions more compact, RQL also supports

5This shortcut is not always possible for class variables.
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shortcuts as \fX:SculptorgcreatesfYg". In other words, RQL extends the notion of gen-
eralized path expressions to entire class (or property) inheritance paths. This is quite useful
since resources can be multiply classi�ed and several properties coming from di�erent class
hierarchies may be used for the same resources. Still RQL allows to query properties ema-
nating from resources only, according to a speci�c class hierarchy (e.g., view the properties
of ns2#rodin only as a Painter and not as a Sculptor).

Although not illustrated in this paper, RQL generalized path expressions may also feature
path variables (pre�xed by @) in the style of POQL [15, 16, 2] or Lorel [4]. Cycles can be
detected during path evaluation, both at the data and schema level depending on the query.

3.4 Querying RDFS Schemas as Semi-structured Data

In this subsection, we focus our attention on querying RDF schemas, regardless of any un-
derlying instances. The main motivation for this is to use RQL as a high-level language to
implement schema browsing. This is justi�ed by several reasons: a) in real applications RDF
schemas may be very large, and therefore they cannot be manipulated in main memory [5]; b)
due to class re�nement, RDF schemas carry information about the labels of nodes and edges
which is only implicitly stated in the schema graph e.g., inheritance of properties. Consider
for instance the following query computing all the outgoing edges of a speci�c node (or nodes)
in the schema graph:

Q4: Find all the property types and their corresponding range, which can be used on a
resource of type Painter or any of its subclasses.

select $P, $Y
from f$Xg$Pf$Yg
where $X <= Painter

Some of these edges are explicitly declared in the schema (e.g., paints) while others are
inferred from the class hierarchy (e.g., creates). The same is true for the target nodes of the
retrieved properties (e.g., Painting and Artifact). Given the example of Figure 2 the result
of Q4 will be:

$P $Y
creates Artifact
creates Painting
paints Painting

Alternatively, we would like to �nd the target class nodes of a speci�c path expression as
in the following query:

Q5: What can be reached (at one step) from the range of the property creates

select $Y, $P, $Z
from createsf$Yg.$Pf$Zg

Q5 will �lter the meta-collection Property by restricting the domain of each valuation of
$P to $Y . The �nal valuations for the meta-variables $Y , $P and $Z are given below:

$Y $P $Z
Artifact has style Style
Painting has style Style
Painting has material Literal
Sculpture has style Style
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3.5 Putting it all Together

As a last example, we illustrate how RQL can be used to express the AboutEachPre�x retrieval
function of RDF [26], returning both schema and data information.

Q6: Tell me everything you know about the resources of the site \http://www.museum.gr".

select X, $Z, $P, Y, $W
from fX:$Zg$PfY:$Wg
where Y like "http://www.museum.gr*" or X like "http://www.museum.gr*"

This query will iterate over all property names ($P ), then for each property over its domain
($Z) and range ($W ) classes and �nally over the corresponding extents (X, Y ). According
to the example of Figure 2 the result of Q6 will be the following:

X $Z $P Y $W
ns2#rodin Painter creates ns2#cruci�xion Painting
ns2#rodin Sculptor creates ns2#cruci�xion Painting
ns2#picasso Painter paints ns2#guernica Painting
ns2#picasso Painter paints ns2#woman Painting
ns2#claudel Sculptor sculpts ns2#eternalidol Sculpture
ns2#picasso Painter �rst name "Pablo" Literal
ns2#claudel Sculptor �rst name "Camille" Literal
ns2#picasso Painter last name "Picasso" Literal
ns2#rodin Painter last name "Rodin" Literal
ns2#rodin Sculptor last name "Rodin" Literal
ns2#claudel Sculptor last name "Claudel" Literal
ns2#guernica Painting has style ns3#cubism Style
ns2#guernica Painting has material "oil on canvas" Literal
ns2#woman Painting has material "oil on canvas" Literal

4 The RDF/RDFS Graph Model

In this section we present a graph-based model that caters to the peculiarities of RDF Model
& Syntax and Schema (RDFS) speci�cations [26, 10]. The model distinguishes between classes
and relationship types (e.g., properties) in the style of ODMG [3], and relies on a data graph
instantiation mechanism inspired by GRAM [6, 7].

We assume the existence of the following countably in�nite and pairwise disjoint sets of
symbols:

� Class Names, C = fc1; c2; : : :g;

� Property Type Names, P = fp1; p2; : : :g;

� Literals, L with atomic values like string, integer, etc.

� Object Identi�ers, O = fo1; o2; : : :g.

RDF data can be: atomic values (e.g., strings), object identi�ers (e.g., URIs) or container
values, namely rdf:Bag, rdf:Sequence or rdf:Alternative. Unlike ODMG bulk data (i.e., set,
list, bag) RDF containers are not strictly typed. They can be simply represented by a graph
node whose outgoing edges are labeled by integers (see rdfs:ContainerMembershipProperties)
with no restriction imposed on the range of edge labels.
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De�nition 1 Given a set of object identi�ers O � O, a value on O is de�ned recursively
as follows:

� each element of L is a value on O;

� each element of O is a value on O;

� if v1; v2; : : : ; vn are values on O, then f1 : v1; 2 : v2; : : : ; n : vng is a container value on
O (i.e., Bag, Seq or Alt), where 8i; 1 � i � n; vi 2 V and each index in the sequence
1; 2; : : : ; n appears only once.

Note that especially for sequences, there exists a prede�ned ordering of labels, and there-
fore labels can be omitted. Furthermore, since RDF containers may have heterogeneous mem-
ber types, we capture sequences as unnamed ordered tuples6, denoted by < v1; v2; : : : vn >.

RDF classes now correspond to schema graph nodes whereas property types correspond
to edges.

De�nition 2 A hierarchy of classes is a pair (C;�), where C � C is �nite set of class
names and � a partial ordering on C such that:

� if c 2 C then c � Resource (i.e., the root of the class hierarchy).

Property types are de�ned using class names, container (Bag, Seq or Alt) or atomic types
(Literal).

De�nition 3 Given a hierarchy of classes (C;�), container or atomic types, and a �nite
set of property names P � P, property types are de�ned on C, as follows:

� for each p 2 P , domain(p) 2 C [ fResource;Bag; Seq;Altg;

� for each p 2 P , range(p) 2 C [ fResource;Bag; Seq;Alt; Literalg.

The root of the class hierarchy (Resource) is used when the domain and range of property
types is unspeci�ed. This also allows us to de�ne RDF schemas containing only property
types. In the sequel, we extend the partial order relation to property types in order to
uniformly capture the rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertOf constructs.

De�nition 4 A hierarchy of classes and property types H = (N;�), where N = C [
fLiteral; Bag; Seq;Altg [ P , is well-formed when � is a smallest partial ordering such that:

� if p1; p2 2 P and p1 � p2 then domain(p1) � domain(p2) and range(p1) � range(p2).

Note that subtyping is de�ned only on property types and not on container types.

De�nition 5 Let (C;�) be a hierarchy of classes. A population function of object identi-
�ers7 is a function � : C ! 2O, assigning to each class name a �nite set of object identi�ers
in O such that:

�(c) = [f�(c0) j c0 � cg

De�nition 6 Given a population function �, the interpretation function [[:]] is de�ned as
follows:

6Observe that, since tuples are ordered, for any two permutations i1; : : : ; in and j1; : : : ; jn of 1; : : : ; n,
< i1 : v1; : : : ; in : vn > is distinct from < j1 : v1; : : : ; jn : vn >.

7Note that we consider here a non-disjoint oid assignment to classes due to multiple classi�cation.
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� for the atomic types: [[Literal]] = L � L,

� for each class c 2 C, [[c]] = �(c) (note that [[Resource]] = O),

� for each property type p 2 P , [[p]] = f< v1; v2 >j v1 2 [[domain(p)]]; v2 2 [[range(p)]]g [
S
p0�p[[p

0]]

� for the container types, [[BagjSeqjAlt]] = f1 : v1; 2 : v2; : : : n : vng where v1; v2; : : : vn are
values in O.

Note that even if we consider an in�nite set of labels for RDF containers (f1; 2; : : :g), we
can still represent RDF data �nitely, since at any time only a �nite number of labels appear
in each container.

De�nition 7 An RDF schema is a labeled directed graph RS = (VS ; ES ;  ; �;H) where:

� VS is the set of nodes and ES is the set of edges,

� H is a well-formed hierarchy of classes and property types (N;�), N a set of names
(i.e., for classes and types): N = C [ fLiteral; Bag; Seq;Altg [ P [ f1; 2; : : :g,

� � is a labeling function � : VS [ES ! N ,

�  is an incidence function  : ES ! VS � VS.

The incidence function captures the rdfs:domain and rdfs:range of RDF properties. Note
that the incidence and labeling functions are total in VS [ES and ES respectively. This does
not exclude the case of schema nodes which are not connected through an edge. Additionally,
di�erent nodes and edges in RS must have di�erent labels (unique node and edge labels
assumption) and:

� 8v 2 VS ; �(v) 2 C [ fLiteral; Bag; Seq;Altg;

� 8� 2 ES ; �(�) 2 P [ f1; 2; : : :g.

De�nition 8 An RDF description, instance of a schema RS, is a directed labeled graph
RD = (VD; ED;  ; �; �; O [ L), where

� VD is a set of nodes and ED is a set of edges,

�  is the incidence function  : ED ! VD � VD,

� � is a value function � : VD ! O [ L, assigning literal values to atomic nodes (no
outgoing edges) and resource identi�ers to complex nodes,

� � is a labeling function � : VD [ED ! N which satis�es the following:

{ for each node v in VD, � returns a set of names n 2 C [ fLiteral; Bag; Seq;Altg
where the value of v belongs to the interpretation of each n: �(v) 2 [[n]];

{ for each edge � in ED going from node v to node v0, � returns a property type name
p 2 P [ f1; 2; : : :g, such that:

� if p 2 P , the values of v and v0 belong respectively to the interpretation of the
domain and range of p: �(v) 2 [[domain(p)]], �(v0) 2 [[range(p)]];

� if p 2 f1; 2; : : :g, v should be of a container type: (BagjSeqjAlt) 2 �(v).
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Note that the labeling function captures the rdf:type construct associating each RDF data
node to one or more class names in the corresponding schema. Additionally, RD has to satisfy
the following restrictions:

� No node of type Literal can be of any other type.

� Container types (Bag, Seq, Alt) are mutually exclusive.

To close our presentation, we note that our model captures the majority of RDF/RDFS
modeling primitives with the exception of (a) properties having multiple domain de�nitions,
since it is always possible to pre�x these properties with their domain class names; (b) property
rei�cation given that it is not expressible in RDFS. Finally, built-in property types such as
rdfs:seeAlso, rdfs:isDe�nedBy, rdfs:comment, rdfs:label can be easily represented in our model,
but due to space limitations they are not considered in this paper.

4.1 Formal Interpretation of RQL

In this section, we are interested in the formal interpretation of RQL queries (see Section 3).
More precisely, we consider an algebraic interpretation of RQL, based on a relational repre-
sentation of RDF data and schema graphs presented previously. This way, we provide the
means for a detailed assessment of the language properties (e.g., completeness, expressive
power) as well as identify cases for which an optimization potential exists. As we will show
in the sequel, with the exception of path variables (implying transitive closure), RQL is �rst-
order interpretable and its data model roughly corresponds to a �nite, many-sorted relational
structure.

In fact, besides literal values and resource identi�ers, RQL interpretation relies on rela-
tions. Note that resource URIs and names of class or property types may also be considered
as values (i.e., strings), denoted as val. Then, an RDF (meta)data graph can be viewed as
an instance of the following schema (with unnamed tuples):

cls(val)

prop(val, val)

cont(val, val, val)

Here cls, prop and cont correspond to speci�c schema classes, property types and the
Bag, Seq, Alt container types, respectively. Then, prop(r1,r2) indicates that r1,r2 are re-
source URIs connected through an edge labeled prop, while cont(s1,1,r2) indicates that the
container value s1 has as �rst member the resource r2. Unlike schemaless semistructured8

models [1], RQL interpretation exploits the semantics of class and property labels de�ned
in an RDF schema as much as possible. Moreover, RDF schema vocabularies can also be
represented using the relations Class and Property (see Section 3) as well as two additional
relations capturing the partial order (�) of classes and property types.

In this context, Table 1 illustrates the interpretation of RQL basic schema and metadata
queries. In the table entries, the symbols c; c1; c2 denote class names, p denotes a property
name, o; o1; o2 denote resource identi�ers, col; col1; col2 denote collections and < v1; v2; : : : >

ordered tuples.
Let us see now the interpretation of RQL �lters and path expressions. Queries are classi-

�ed with respect to their reference to: (a) (meta)data or schema and, (b) to nodes or paths
in the graph model.

8This also applies to the core RDF model based on a unique relation of the form: statement(subject:val,
predicate:val, object:val)
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Expression Interpretation

Class C � C
Property P � P
subClassOf(c) fc0 2 Cjc0 � cg
superClassOf(c) fc0 2 Cjc � c0g
subPropertyOf(p) fp0 2 P jp0 � pg
superPropertyOf(p) fp0 2 P jp � p0g
o o

typeOf(o) �(v), where �(v) = o

c [[c]]
^c [[c]]�

S
c0�c([[c

0]])
p [[p]]
^p [[p]]�

S
p0�p([[p

0]])

col1 intersect col2 [[col1]] \ [[col2]]
col1 union col2 [[col1]] [ [[col2]]
col1 minus col2 [[col1]]� [[col2]]
count(col) n, if 9i1; : : : ; in; 9vi1 ; : : : ; vin ;

8j; i1 � j � in (j; vj) 2 [[col]]
o in col 9i; 1 � i � count(col); (i; o) 2 [[col]]
seq[n : m] < vn; : : : ; vm > where 9j1; : : : ; jl; 1 � n � m � l;

9v1; : : : ; v(n�1); : : : ; v(m+1); : : : ; vl;8i; 1 � i � l; (ji; vi) 2 [[seq]]

Table 1: RQL Basic Query Interpretation

Ground Class Filter: select X from X c where X = l

This form of RQL queries restricts the class extent c, according to the condition speci�ed
in the where clause. Formally:

fvi j vi 2 [[c]]; vi = lg

Ground Property Filter: select X;Y from fXgpfY g where Y=l

A property �lter quali�es the \tuples" making up the extent of p by imposing conditions
on the endpoint instances of the property. Formally:

f< v1; v2 > j < v1; v2 >2 [[p]]; v2 = lg

Ground Path Expression: select X;Y;Z from fXgpfY g:qfZg

Ground path expressions are composed by joining simple paths (edges) in the data
graph. The intended interpretation of such expressions is the collection of tuples with
qualifying instances at the path endpoints:

f< v1; v2; v3 > j < v1; v2 >2 [[p]]; < v2; v3 >2 [[q]]g

Generalized Path expression: select X;Y from fX : $Zg$PfY : $Wg

Generalized path expressions permit iteration over graph paths: variables ranging over
a property coexist with variables ranging over class extents. The property-centric view
of our model gives precedence to bindings of property extent rather than class extent
variables. At the same time, it has to be ensured that, for each property extent binding,
the types of the endpoint instances are appropriately restricted:

f< v1; v2 > j 9p 2 P; c1; c2 2 C; c1 � domain(p); v1 2 [[c1]];
c2 � range(p); v2 2 [[c2]]; < v1; v2 >2 [[p]]g
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Schema Path Filter: select $X; $P; $Y from f$Xg$Pf$Y g where $X = c

Schema path �lter queries qualify classes and/or properties in paths of the schema
graph. Formally, the interpretation of the above RQL expression is given by:

f< c1; p; c2 > jc1; c2 2 C; c1 � domain(p); c2 � range(p); c1 = cg

Schema Path Expression: select $X; $P; $Y; $Q; $Z from f$Xg$Pf$Y g:$Qf$Zg

Expressions of this type permit the composition of paths in schema graphs. The inter-
pretation of such an expression is formed by the composition of the interpretations of
the respective simple schema paths, viewed as schema path �lters with no quali�cation
in their where clauses:

f< c1; p; c2; q; c3 > j c1; c2 2 C; c1 � domain(p); c2 � range(p);
c3 � range(q); c4 � domain(q); c2 = c4g

To conclude, we note that the uniformity in the expression of RQL metadata and schema
queries is also present in their interpretations. RQL queries are interpreted in �rst-order
terms over a structure that resembles a �nite many-sorted relational structure. Hence, a
realization of our model for RDF and RQL over a relational model is rather straightforward.

5 Related Work

Querying RDF (meta)data and schemas with RQL, can be compared with previous work
done in the context of a) logic-based frameworks for RDF manipulation b) semistructured or
XML query languages, and c) DBMS schema query languages. However, none of the existing
proposals combines all the functionality we provide with RQL.

In SiLRI [19], Decker et al introduce an F-logic based system for the manipulation of RDF
(meta)data and schemas. Furthermore, they propose reasoning over RDF (meta)data using
F-logic inference rules. Although powerful, the frame-based model of SiLRI does not capture
the peculiarities of RDF: re�nement of properties is not allowed (since properties are de�ned
within the classes), container values are ignored (due to strict typing), while F-logic inference
rules are not expressible in RDF. In the opposite direction, Metalog [29] uses Datalog to
model mainly RDF properties as binary predicates, while it suggests an extension of the
RDFS speci�cation with variables and logical connectors (and, or, not, implies). However,
storing and querying RDF (meta)data with Metalog almost totally disregards the semantics of
classes and properties de�ned in an RDF schema. We believe that standard logic frameworks
are not particularly suited to capture the semistructured nature of RDF (meta)data. For
this reason, IBM has proposed a query language [27], considering RDF (meta)data as XML
documents. Since XML can only be used to exchange and not to represent RDF descriptions,
this approach fails to capture the semantics of RDF directed labeled graphs.

However, query languages proposed for semistructured or XML data share similar moti-
vations with RQL. As a matter of fact LOREL [4], UnQL [11], StruQL [22] or XML-QL [21]
rely on weekly-typed models that accommodate the irregularities of semistructured data,
while they feature powerful generalized path expressions (with variables on nodes or edges)
to query self-described (i.e., schemaless) data. Compared to these languages, RQL can be
seen as a complementary approach since a) it relies on a graph model allowing to (partially)
interpret semistructured data using schemas b) it allows to query these schemas as normal
semistructured data. More precisely, instead of inferring a posteriori the structure of data
(e.g., DataGuides [1]) to facilitate query formulation, browsing of results and optimization
of queries, RQL allows to explicitly represent schemas for semistructured data and to query
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them whenever it is necessary. Furthermore, RQL extends generalized path expressions to
query arbitrary hierarchies of nodes' (i.e., class) and edges' (i.e., property types) labels. In
this direction, we can also cite YAT [17, 18] and XML-GL [13]. YAT relies on an original type
system allowing to represent and retrieve structural information at various levels of genericity
(e.g., model, schema, data), while keeping the exibility of semistructured systems. However,
YAT cannot exploit the semantics of data given in terms of class (or property) hierarchies as
in the case of RDF/RDFS. On the other hand, XML-GL provides facilities for modeling and
querying XML DTDs. Since RDF schemas are not expressible as XML DTDs (e.g., due to
class/property re�nement), neither XML-GL can be used in our context.

Finally, RQL is also related to schema query languages proposed in the database context
such as XSQL [24], SchemaSQL [25] or POQL [15, 16, 2]. Although they allow querying
on the structure of data (e.g., table names, attributes, classes, etc.), these languages rely
on a standard database model (relational or object-oriented), making the treatment of RDF
properties as self-existent individuals quite di�cult. Indeed, their functionality is subsumed
by the previously presented semistructured systems.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We believe that declarative query languages for metadata like RQL, open new perspectives
for e�ective and e�cient metadata management. Indeed, RQL can be used as a high-level
language (opposed to existing APIs [32]) to access various RDF metadata repositories, either
as a stand-alone application or as part of a distributed middleware architecture. In both
cases, the ability of RQL to transparently exploit taxonomies of classes and property types
is crucial in order to query RDF (meta)data with partial or no knowledge of the schema
vocabularies.

We are currently working on the evaluation of RQL queries. More precisely, we have
designed an execution engine for the RQL query interpreter which is independent from the
underlying repository technology. In this manner, we can access - via appropriate APIs -
di�erent kinds of databases (relational, object) used to store RDF (meta)data and schemas.
Our next goal is to tackle optimization issues of RQL. Since, the RQL interpretation given
in Section 4.1 relies on an almost standard database framework, our focus will be on heuristic
methods for query rewriting (join reordering, etc.), making use of realistic assumptions about
the queried extents and exploiting possible index structures. Furthermore, we should take
advantage of schema information in order to intentionally optimize RQL queries (e.g., in case
of type errors, return an empty answer without accessing the extents). Finally, we plan to
enrich the language with grouping and sorting functions.
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A An Example of RDF (Meta)Data and Schema

1 <?xml version="1.0"?>

2
3 <rdf:RDF xml:lang="en"

4 xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

5 xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/PR-rdf-schema-19990303#"

6 xmlns="">

7
8 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Artist"/>

9 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Artifact"/>

10 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Style"/>

11 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Sculptor">

12 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Artist"/>

13 </rdfs:Class>

14 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Painter">

15 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Artist"/>

16 </rdfs:Class>

17 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Sculpture">

18 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Artifact"/>

19 </rdfs:Class>

20 <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Painting">

21 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Artifact"/>

22 </rdfs:Class>

23
24 <rdf:Property rdf:ID="creates">

25 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Artist"/>

26 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Artifact"/>

27 </rdf:Property>

28 <rdf:Property rdf:ID="paints">

29 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Painter"/>

30 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Painting"/>

31 <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#creates"/>

32 </rdf:Property>

33 <rdf:Property rdf:ID="sculpts">

34 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Sculptor"/>

35 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Sculpture"/>

36 <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#creates"/>

37 </rdf:Property>

38 <rdf:Property rdf:ID="has_style">

39 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Artifact"/>

40 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Style"/>

41 </rdf:Property>

42 <rdf:Property rdf:ID="has_material">

43 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Painting"/>

44 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/PR-rdf-schema-19990303#Literal"/>

45 </rdf:Property>

46 <rdf:Property rdf:ID="first_name">

47 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Artist"/>

48 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/PR-rdf-schema-19990303#Literal"/>

49 </rdf:Property>

50 <rdf:Property rdf:ID="last_name">

51 <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Artist"/>

52 <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/PR-rdf-schema-19990303#Literal"/>

53 </rdf:Property>

54
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55 <Painter rdf:about="http://www.museum.gr/picasso.htm">

56 <paints>

57 <Painting rdf:about="http://www.museum.gr/guernica.gif">

58 <has_style>

59 <Style rdf:about="http://www.museum.gr/artstyles.xml#cubism"/>

60 </has_style>

61 <has_material>oil on canvas</has_material>

62 </Painting>

63 </paints>

64 <paints>

65 <Painting rdf:about="http://www.museum.gr/woman.gif">

66 <has_material>oil on canvas</has_material>

67 </Painting>

68 </paints>

69 <first_name>Pablo</first_name>

70 <last_name>Picasso</last_name>

71 </Painter>

72
73 <Sculptor rdf:about="http://www.museum.gr/claudel.htm"

74 first_name="Camille" last_name="Claudel">

75 <sculpts rdf:resource="http://www.museum.gr/eternalidol.gif"/>

76 </Sculptor>

77 <Sculpture rdf:about="http://www.museum.gr/eternalidol.gif"/>

78
79 <Sculptor rdf:about="http://www.museum.gr/rodin.htm">

80 <last_name>Rodin</last_name>

81 <creates>

82 <Painting rdf:about="http://www.museum.gr/crucifixion.gif"/></creates>

83 </Sculptor>

84 <Painter rdf:about="http://www.museum.gr/rodin.htm"/>

85
86 </rdf:RDF>
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B The BNF Grammar of RQL

query ::= "(" query ")"
j "subClassOf" "(" query ")"
j "superClassOf" "(" query ")"
j "subPropertyOf" "(" query ")"
j "superPropertyOf" "(" query ")"
j "typeOf" "(" query ")"
j query set op query

j query bool op query

j "not" query

j query comp op query

j query "in" query
j "count" "(" query ")"
j query "[" integer literal "]"
j query "[" integer literal ":" integer literal "]"
j constant
j var
j sfw query

j "exists" var query ":" query

j "forall" var query ":" query

sfw query ::= "select" projslist "from" rangeslist [ "where" query ]

comp op ::= "<" j "<=" j ">" j ">=" j "=" j "!=" j "like"

set op ::= "union" j "intersect" j "minus"

bool op ::= "and" j "or"

constant ::= integer literal
j real literal
j quoted string literal
j quoted char literal
j "true"
j "false"

var ::= identi�er
j "^" identi�er
j "$" identi�er
j "@" identi�er
j "Class"
j "Property"

projslist ::= "*" j var f "," var g

rangeslist ::= onerange f "," onerange g

onerange ::= var query j pathexpr

pathexpr ::= pathelem f "." pathexpr g

pathelem ::= [ "f" from to "g" ] query [ "f" from to "g" ]

from to ::= var [ ":" query ]
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